There is a lot of hype about risk appetite
statements, generated by regulators publishing
better
practice
guidelines
or
actually
prescribing risk appetite statements as a
requirement. You are not alone if you find the
concept quite esoteric. I often hear people
asking, “What does risk appetite really mean?”;
“What is its relationship to ‘risk tolerance’?”; “Is it
really all that different to ‘risk attitude’?”
Perhaps you are across the concept of risk
appetite and you are asking yourself the
question, “Do management really want to write
down their risk appetite? Some things are
better left unsaid.” Or “I feel it would be a waste
of time, we know our risk appetite and things
are going pretty well if not great.”

A Risk Appetite Statement ticks
another compliance box on
better practice risk
management.
You know your resources are too
valuable just to tick another box.
You need real value from your
efforts.
True value comes when risk
appetite is embedded in the
DNA of your organisation.

Maybe you even have gone as far as documenting your risk appetite and have communicated
it to staff and you are now saying to yourself “So what? What do I do with it now?”
No matter where you are on the spectrum from confused to thinking about your next move, ask
yourself this question: “Are there many people in my organisation spending time on things that
are unimportant to key stakeholders and not spending time managing some aspects of the
business that are most important?”
The answer to this question would always be yes, the bigger question is to what degree. The
greater the gap between your expectations and reality, the greater the benefit you would derive
from driving an understanding of risk appetite deep into your organisation’s DNA.
If you would like more staff spending time on value-creating activities, please read on.

It is in many ways ironic that risk appetite has been a topic of strong debate from around the time of
the publication of the first international standard on risk management (ISO 31000: Risk Management)
in 2009 when the standard in fact did not explicitly address it. If you look back over the development of
the Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS 4360: Risk Management) from 1995, through its 1999
and 2004 versions, through to its use as the base for 31000, you would not be surprised that risk
appetite wasn't addressed in the standard in 2009. Risk management, despite all its potential benefits,
is still a developing field and risk appetite is one aspect many are still coming to grips with.
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To tell you the truth, when I first heard the push for a defined risk appetite statement for an
organisation I felt it was overkill as we already had spent plenty of time working on improving
the risk criteria used for rating risks. In fact, in years past one of my favourite lines when
guiding firms to improve their risk criteria was “How can we use a subjective term (could
occur) to describe a subjective term (possible) when it comes to expressing the likelihood
of an event occurring?” I always insisted risk criteria should clearly guide staff when rating
risks.
Over time I started to notice that despite our efforts to clearly define risk criteria, the rating of
similar risks across business units in larger organisations continued to vary widely. It began
to dawn on me that the big difference is that the vast majority of decision makers in larger
organisations are not in the room when risk criteria is being debated and decided. They
simply are not given the context required to sufficiently understand and then apply the
criteria so that risk rating is consistent across the organisation.
There is, however, much more to risk appetite statements than context for risk rating. If we
look at two Australian examples for instance, the governance guidelines of the ASX
Corporate Governance Council and the prudential standard on risk management of APRA
for financial institutions, it is quite evident that risk appetite is used in a much broader
context of decision making. These documents relate risk appetite to management decision
making in pursuit of objectives. Let’s face it, some objectives are much harder to achieve
than others and will require a much higher level of risk taking accordingly. It is not a case of
identifying high risks and managing them, it is a case of making a conscious decision as to
whether or not to pursue certain objectives despite high risk.
Like every aspect
understanding risk
opportunities. That
thinker” Dr. Russell
almost always due

of risk, it is seemingly easier to focus on the downside, however,
appetite is as important for ensuring your organisation takes the right
is, takes sufficient risk to be successful in the long run. The late “systems
Ackoff once wrote: “The deterioration and failure of organizations are
to something they did not do.”

In essence a well-articulated risk appetite statement should guide decision makers to act or
not act in pursuit of the organisation’s goals. It can be an effective tool for holding yourself
and your management peers to account when either you are making a rash decision or you
are procrastinating on an opportunity for fear of being wrong.
The same logic can be applied when considering decision makers throughout the
organisation. One of the biggest complaints I hear from commercial managers is that staff,
operating within their approved roles, negotiate deals and bring them for sign-off and they
have completely missed the boat on negotiating appropriate risk sharing amongst the
parties. They are so focussed on the deal in pursuit of organisational objectives they have
forgotten to think clearly about the limitations the deal should require. As with any deal
already negotiated, it is much harder to introduce limitations and shift risk from one party to
another without losing the deal or significantly devaluing it.
Ultimately a strong understanding of risk appetite across decision makers will expedite
business rather than lead to remedial work on a poor deal or, worse still, a clean-up crew for
train wreck of a deal gone wrong.
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The ASX Corporate Governance Council and APRA are both quite clear on who they believe
“owns” risk appetite. The ASX recommends the Board sets risk appetite while APRA
recommends the Board establishes the organisation’s risk appetite.
Many management teams react at least a little awkwardly at the Board setting risk appetite.
Management feels they know the business and they are best placed to understand the risk
taking required to achieve objectives.
While this may be the case in some or many circumstances, any shareholder or other key
stakeholder of an organisation would be fair in asking: “Does not the Board understand the
organisation well enough to understand the risk taking required on our behalf?”
The main problem with management setting risk appetite is that they are conflicted when
making risk taking decisions. The conflicts arise from both potential movements in
remuneration and from putting their tenure at risk. For example, management taking a large
risk that may earn the executive team significant bonuses may not be a risk most
stakeholders would want to take because of the much larger downside for the organisation.
Equally, management may be too fearful to take a necessary risk because they are
concerned that if the risk is not adequately managed they will be held accountable and
potentially lose their job.
Perhaps the best way to look at it is this: The Board hires and fires the CEO so in effect it is
setting the risk appetite of the organisation through their choice of CEO or through the
behaviour they support, condone or seek to change. Just as the CEO needs to convince the
Board that a certain strategy is right for the organisation, so must the CEO convince the
Board of the amount of risk the organisation should be taking.
Therefore the reality of a risk appetite statement is that management draft it and the Board
either approve it or modify it according to their understanding of what is in the best interest
of stakeholders.

If you have a problem understanding these terms and how they relate to each other you are
not alone. To help you think about it, here are my thoughts:
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Risk Capacity
This term relates to the organisation’s ability to take on risk. With any risk decision we
have to think about our ability to manage the core objective, to manage the uncertainty
around it and to bear the consequences if the risk event does eventuate.

Risk Appetite
I don’t see enough difference between risk appetite and risk attitude to worry about
moving forward with two different terms. Risk Appetite is essentially, articulating what the
line in the sand we must cross to achieve our objective, and the line in the sand we won't
cross.

Risk Tolerance
This is the place to be very specific. Here we can set limits that can be measured and
hence monitored with triggers in place. Risk appetite is more culture forming whereas risk
tolerance is where you will often find Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) to set boundaries.
Drawing all three of these together, you can see from the diagram how capacity to
manage risk informs your risk appetite which in turn guides the tolerances you set around
risk taking and the measures you need to put into place to understand your capacity to
manage risk which once again informs you if there needs to be a shift in risk appetite.
Simple really!
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A risk appetite statement should not be too long or few will bother to read it. Therefore, it is
necessarily high level, however, it must have substance. Most importantly it must be
relevant to the decisions people make and how they make them. It must be closely tied to
your business plan and the other fundamentals of the business. A risk appetite statement
should cover:
1. The key organisational objectives
2. Other key fundamentals of the business such as financial resilience and reputation if
these are not already articulated via organisational objectives. For example:
a. Financial – based on an assessment of reserves, ability to trade out, ability to
raise funds.
b. Reputation – based on the power of customers, investors, owners and other key
stakeholders.
You can download completed Risk Appetite Statement examples at my website here.
The first imperative is to ensure you address your business objectives and other
fundamentals of the business. Again, this is to guide decision making amongst staff.
However, there are a few other dos and don’ts with risk appetite statements. Consider the
diagram below.

Your risk appetite statement can positively affect the behaviour of staff. It can also create
poor behaviour or have little affect at all, hence wasting your investment in preparing it.
Your risk appetite statement cannot be fluffy as staff will see risk as less important. Make
your statement bland and you have the status quo. Make your statement informative and
you will strengthen your culture.
A second and much more important way you can affect your culture with your risk appetite
statement is in how genuine you are in documenting the true risk appetite of the
organisation. Don’t forget your staff will have their “BS meters” on and if they see your
statement as false it will affect morale and drive a worse culture. If you state what is
convenient for management, you are missing a great opportunity to change behaviour, so
be genuine. If you don’t feel you can be genuine, if you don’t think staff or other
stakeholders are ready for the truth, you may have a bigger problem than what to put in
your risk appetite statement on your hands.
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So now you have a nicely articulated risk appetite statement, what are you going to do with
it? Show it to auditors, the regulator, the institutional investor, proving what a great job your
organisation has done? Tick another few boxes?
No. You are going to communicate it of course. Now herein lies the biggest problem of all
with risk appetite statements. You think that just because you have a nicely articulated
statement that the Board and senior management have worked hard on that when you post
it on the intranet and let staff know about it that A) they will read it and B) they will
understand it. Worse still, you think C) they will actually behave differently. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
Let’s put risk appetite statements aside for a moment and let’s think about risk taking in your
organisation. Do you feel that throughout the organisation your staff are balanced in their
decisions on how much risk to take? Do you find some are taking silly risks while others are
being too risk averse? I would be very surprised if you do not have a mixture.
If you stop and think about that for a second, you should not be surprised either. Think of all
the people you know, think of the risk takers and think of the risk averse. Think of how these
people have changed over time or through circumstances; once bitten twice shy. How could
there not be such diversity in your organisation?
The next question is, would a risk appetite statement help reduce the volatility of risk taking
across the organisation you are thinking about right now? OK, so although the concept of a
risk appetite statement is esoteric, think of what it is forcing you to do: consult, discuss,
agree and write down the level of risk taking the organisation needs to be successful. We all
know that if we don’t take risk we become increasingly irrelevant in whatever endeavour we
are undertaking.
The problem is, most of your consultation and discussion has been at the top of the
organisation. You may have engaged with your risk champions or with a management layer
responsible for creating KRIs to invoke risk tolerances, however, what you actually need is
staff not just understanding risk appetite, you want them “living it”! Consider the model
below, which shows the four levels in your organisation and the ultimate role they would
ideally play.
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Yes, this is the crux. There is a range of research to show that the percentage of decisions
staff actually get right is no better than 90 to 95% for a workplace with sound quality
1
controls around decision making. That's a lot of rework! For the more difficult, more
2
important decisions of senior management, the success rate is no better than 50/50.
Therefore, improving the decision making of management and staff MUST be a critical
success factor for your business.
While not every poor decision is made because of a
lack of appreciation of risk, the existence of a clear
risk appetite around a decision will ensure each
decision of import is given an appropriate level of
consideration.
If you have the senior executive championing risk
appetite and you have managers operationalising it
for staff and you have staff living it, you will see a
major shift in the percentage of correct decisions
being made

The next steps are not the easiest, as essentially you are embarking on a significant change
management program and there may well be impediments along the way. Irrespective,
your goal must be to embed the risk appetite required for your organisation’s success deep
into the DNA of the organisation itself, deep into the subconscious of management and
staff.
You know this can be achieved because you have seen other change initiatives become
part of “how things are done around here”.
What you need to work out is: How to capture the attention of the Executive such that they
can see the need for a newly articulated, embedded Risk Appetite;
How to create belief amongst managers that the newly articulated risk appetite will bring
them and the organisation success;
How to make it so real for staff that they acquire a deep understanding of the risks you
want them to take and those you do not, and
How to assess if you have been successful - that is, how to measure the depth of
understanding of risk appetite across your organisation.

1. “Journey to Quality: Minimize Variability” by Sondalini, M (https://lifetime reliability.com/tutorials/human_error_rate_table_insights/)
2. Nutt, Paul C. (2002) “Why Decisions Fail”, Berret-Koehler Publishers, Inc., CA(preface)
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